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BEST BET R4 20:01

Barcia Quality
T: Darryl Thomas

The Hounds Says: May well be the next big thing if
she progresses through the grades. 2 for 2 at Rich
(sprint) and Gardens 400m. Sizzling times and
huge buffer of 10.25L in each

BEST VALUE R3 19:42

Bradman Best
T: Bradley Field

The Hounds Says: Should be nearing peak fitness
after 2 runs back and this looks an ideal target for
Bradman to raise the bat. Clearly the talent factor,
all things being equal.

QUADDIE

Race 5:1,7,6 
Race 6: 5 
Race 7: 2,8,4 
Race 8: 5,1 

$20 for 111.11%

R1 LADBROKES EASY FORM MAIDEN FINAL Maiden
Series F Maiden 400m 18:56

Some promising young blood going around in
this competitive Final. Novice conditioner has the
2 fancies - a great achievement! DOING TIME (8)
was awesome in fastest heat on debut and the
pink looks perfect for this promising pup.
Kennelmate ABLE MASTER (1) was great in his
heat and lost at tenth running off on home
corner. BALBOA (6) a contender!
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R2 COSMIC BONUS @ STUD 0-3 WINS Mixed 565m 19:21

Some of these are new to the trip and a query.
Those proven over the distance run it a solidly,
but not brilliantly! ZIPPING RILEY (4) might be the
exception? He has won 3 from 4, oozes class -
and going by his brilliant Gardens 29.54, he will
eat up the trip. LAZZERETTI (3) is in rare form
winning past 2 and is strong. MY THREE FABIO (8)
drawn A1.
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R3 LADBROKES SPLIT MULTI HEAT 1 1-4 Wins H 5th Grade 400m 19:42

With his fitness levels improved, BRADMAN BEST
(7) gets his opportunity to regain winning form.
This bloke is an immense talent when on song,
so let's hope he is able to get back to the form he
displayed in in his career. MR DOO (1) is handy
and whilst not a tight fencer, his early pace will
help him utilise the alley. GAS FLAME (8) most
consistent
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R4 LADBROKES SPLIT MULTI HEAT 2 1-4 Wins H 5th Grade 400m 20:01

Plenty of interest here, with the appearance of
potential superstar, BARCIA QUALITY (1).
Phenomenal the only way to describe the kick off
to her career - gap jobs and flying times in both
runs. Will be great to see her transition to the 1-
turn circuit tonight. BUSTER HERRERA (5) is
smart, so there is nice opposition and ditto for
BRIGHT SPARK (4).
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R5 LADBROKES SPLIT MULTI HEAT 3 1-4 Wins H 5th Grade 400m 20:19

PRINCELY SUM (1) is a talent and he could blow
these off the park? But box manners are a
concern - particularly what transpired last time.
Has a booming finish though and the open
spaces here should suit. SUPER ATHLETIC (7)
seems to have it sussed. He is so consistent, but
winning worries him. IMOGEN ROSE (6) a speedy
girl and this is achievable.
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R6 FORBESY THE RAM 5th Grade 450m 20:41

Get your motor running - the Maserati is going
for a spin! Exceptional talent who reigned
supreme in prestigious Grafton Maiden series,
before luckless 1st go here. Atoned in style
Gardens last start - not getting out of 2nd gear!
Wins again with green lights. NITROGLYCERINE
(2) was good here 2 back, but must begin on
terms. SUNISE JENNY (4) smart.
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R7 THE COMPLETE PACKAGE 5th Grade 450m 21:00

The powerful Mackay camp holds the aces here,
with the two Zippings ZIPPING EVE (2) comes
through strong Grafton classic behind her sibling,
Maserati - and she was great in tough class last
run. The testing material. KING OF HEARTS (8) is
drawn ideally and strong, so might split the pair?
ZIPPING YANNICK (4) must back up after a
Gardens run Friday.
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R8 HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOM FORBES NG1-4 450m 21:21

A small field often can leave a frontrunner to be
vulnerable, but MORE SAUCE (5) is an exceptional
animal. He just gets rivals out of their comfort
zone with sustained early speed and will be
expected to do that again here. IMPRESS TROY
(1) has the draw to provide the sternest test.
RITZA WILLIAM (4) and FINEFEUIAKI (7) are the
only 2 run on dogs.
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R9 MISTER TWISTER @ STUD 5th Grade 400m 21:41

Costly to punters when rolled here last week,
SUPER FAB (4) will be strongly fancied to get back
in the goods books by redeeming himself here.
Caught deep and losing leeway on the circle was
the clincher in defeat and from a softer draw
now, there will be no excuses. ZAMBORA ZIPPER
(7) is classy and boxed ideally, PEYTON MAY (5)
better than latest.
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